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Abstract: Since 2000 many studies about the cosmic rays variation related to the interplanetary phenomena
have been made using the Global Muon Detector Network (GMDN). Nowadays, this network is formed by four
directional muon detectors installed in Japan, Australia, Kuwait and Brazil and provides a good latitudinal coverage
of the cosmic ray flux incident on Earth. In 2006/2007 the recording system of these detectors was changed and a
greater number of directional channels of each detector were made available. Using this new directional channels,
it is possible to construct two dimensional images of the cosmic ray flux incident on each detector. In this work we
present the analysis of these images of cosmic ray observed by the GMDN’s detectors focusing on studying and
removing the meteorological effects. More specifically: (I) we analyze and remove the pressure effect comparing
the pressure deviation with each logarithmic relative variation of the cosmic count rate of each directional channel
of each detector; and (II) study the seasonal variation observed by the GMDN detectors which is related to the
temperature effect.
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1 Introduction
Since 2000 many studies about the cosmic rays variation
related to the interplanetary phenomena have been made
using the Global Muon Detector Network (GMDN) [1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The GMDN is composed by four directional
muon detectors located in Nagoya - Japan (NGY), Hobart -
Australia (HBT), Sao Martinho da Serra - Brazil (SMS) and
Kuwait City - Kuwait (KWT). The NGY, HBT and SMS
detectors are made using plastic scintillators, while KWT is
a hodoscope detector. Table 1 shows some characteristics
of each detector.

After the installation of the new correlation system in
2007 (more information about this can be found at [8]), the
NGY, SMS and HBT detectors increased their number of
directional channels from 17 to 121, 17 to 121 and 13 to
49, respectively. The KWT detector, which was installed in
2006, has 529 possible directional channels. Generally, in
another studies, the maximum number of channels of each
detector was not used due the high measurement error of
the more inclined directional channels. In this way, only 49
directions close to the vertical are generally used in NGY
and SMS detectors, 25 directions are used in HBT detector
and 121 directions are used in KWT detector.

It is known that the cosmic ray intensity observed by a
muon detector is influenced by atmospheric pressure and
temperature changes [9]. The pressure effect is mainly re-

HBT KWT NGY SMS

Loc. 43.00S 29.37N 31.15N 29.44S
147.26E 47.98E 136.97E 53.81W

Alt. 0.065km 0.019km 0.077km 0.648km
RC 1.8GV 13.0 GV 11.5GV 9.3 GV
Size 9 m2 9 m2 36 m2 4 m2

(1992−2010) (2006−) (1970−) (2001−2005)

16 m2 28 m2

(2010−) (2006−2012)

32 m2

(2012−)

Table 1: Some GMDN detectors characteristics.

lated with changes in the mean free path of the cosmic ray
particles in the atmosphere. When the atmospheric pressure
increases, the mean free path of the cosmic ray decreases
and fewer particles arrive at ground. The temperature effect
are mainly related with two phenomena: (I) the atmospheric
expansion occurred during its heating from winter to sum-
mer, which increases the path of propagation of secondary
muons, increasing chances of decay of them before arrive
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at ground; (II) the temperature influence on the muon pro-
duction from charged pion decay; when the temperature at
high altitudes increases more pions decay generating more
muons [9, 11]. The main influence of the temperature effect
observed by ground muon detectors is a seasonal modula-
tion of the cosmic ray intensity. This seasonal modulation
has its maximum in the winter and its minimum in the sum-
mer. Since the pressure and temperature effects produce
significant background variations, it is important to remove
these two effects from the ground muon detectors data be-
fore use them to study long timescale solar influences on
the cosmic ray flux in the heliosphere [10].

After the implementation of the new correlation system
on GMDN detectors, a systematic and continuous method-
ology to correct the temperature and pressure effects on
the new directional channels of data was not applied. Only
punctual corrections were made in short time periods, which
were used in other studies about the relation of the cosmic
ray flux changes related with solar and interplanetary phe-
nomena.

In this work we analyze and correct the pressure effect
of the all directional channels of the four detectors of the
Global Muon Detector Network (GMDN). We compare the
correlation coefficient (R) and the barometric coefficient
(β ) obtained for each of them. Also we present a analyze of
the amplitude of the seasonal variation observed by each
detector since 2007 until 2012.

2 Pressure Effect Analysis
To analyze the pressure effect on the GMDN data, we
compare the pressure deviation (∆P = P - PM) and the
relative logarithmic cosmic ray variation (ln[I/IM] observed
by each directional channel of each detector, where P is
the measured atmospheric pressure and PM is the mean
pressure calculated in the analyzed period, I is the measured
cosmic ray intensity, IM is the mean cosmic ray intensity
calculated in the same period of PM . For each month of
2009, we compared the correlation coefficient between ∆P
and ln[I/IM] observed by the vertical directional channel
of each detector. After that, we select the month with the
highest correlation coefficient for study the pressure effect
in all directional channels. In this way, 2009 October data
is used for NGY detector, September data is used for SMS
detector, June data is used for HBT detector and December
data is used for KWT detector. To analyze the pressure
effect of the closest to edge directional channels of HBT and
SMS detectors (which are active only after the expansion
of these detectors in December 2010 and September 2012,
respectively) we use data obtained just after expansion.
Figure 1 shows the correlations obtained for the vertical
channels of each detector using these periods.

Figure 2 shows the correlation coefficient obtained for
each directional channel of each detector. In this figure, it
is possible to see that the directional channels gennerally
used in another studies (region inside of the yellow square)
present a high correlation coefficient (≥ 0.847). Also, it is
easy to see that all directional channels of the HBT detector
present a very high correlation coefficient (≥ 0.979). While
the correlation coefficients of the channels more distant
from the vertical (region outside of the yellow square) of
KWT detector are low (mean value equal to 0.365), the
directional channels of NGY and SMS detectors close to
the edges have higher correlation coefficient (mean values
equal to 0.625 and 0.535 respectively).

Figure 3 shows the barometric coefficient (β ) obtained
thought the linear correlation between ∆P and ln[I/IM] for
each directional channel of each detector. It is possible to
see in this figure that the barometric coefficients obtained
using NGY, SMS and HBT data present a similar char-
acteristic: the directional channels near the vertical have
a smaller barometric coefficient than directional channels
close to the edges. In other words, the cosmic ray inten-
sity observed by the more inclined directional channels of
these detectors seem to be more influenced by the atmo-
spheric pressure. This probably occurs due the fact of the
cosmic ray particles observed by these more inclined di-
rections have a higher atmospheric path than the particles
close to the vertical. The barometric coefficients obtained
using KWT data do not present this characteristic because
the more inclined directional channels of this detector have
a big measurement error.

After the calculation of the barometric coefficients, we
use them to remove the pressure effect of the GMDN
data. For do this we consider that the cosmic ray intensity
observed by a directional channel without atmospheric
pressure influences IC is given by the following equation:
IC = I.e−β .∆P/100, where I is the measured cosmic ray
intensity observed by the directional channel, ∆P is the
difference between the pressure measured in the same
instant of time of I and the mean pressure obtained in the
month where the barometric coefficient (β ) was calculated.

3 Analysis of the seasonal variation
As it is possible to see in the Figure 4, the 6-month run-
ning mean cosmic ray intensity observed by the vertical
directional channels of the four detectors presents a sea-
sonal variation. However, the seasonal variation observed
by SMS and HBT detectors is smaller than the seasonal
variation observed by NGY and KWT. In this way, it is
possible to see a very clear solar cycle modulation on the
HBT and SMS data. Figure 5 shows the amplitude of the
seasonal variation observed by each directional channel
of each GMDN detectors. Differently than occurred in the
pressure analysis, when observing the HBT, NGY and SMS
detectors results, it is possible to see that both the direc-
tional channels close to the edges and those close to the ver-
tical present similar amplitude of seasonal variation. This
fact is not observed in the KWT data due to the high mea-
surement error of the most inclined directional channels of
this detector. Ignoring these directional channels of KWT,it
is possible to see only amplitude variation difference from
one detector to the other. While the HBT and SMS data
present small amplitude of seasonal variation (mean ampli-
tude respectively equal to 0.283 and 0.592 %), the NGY
and KWT data present very high amplitude (mean ampli-
tude equal to 1.136 and 1.108 %). Probably, this difference
of amplitude is related to the higher temperature variation
along the year observed at NGY and KWT locations than
the ones observed at SMS and HBT. While the difference
between the average high and the average low temperatures
for NGY and KWT is respectively ∼ 38◦C and ∼ 32◦C,
this difference is ∼ 21◦C and ∼ 18◦C for SMS and HBT.
The temperature effect appears not to be dependent of the
inclination of the cosmic ray particle arriving in the same
location at ground. On the other hand, it strongly depends
on the location.
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Figure 1: Correlation between ∆P and ln[I/IM] for the vertical directional channel [CDD(0,0)] of each GMDN detector.
The obtained Correlation Coefficient (R) and Barometric Coefficient (β ) are show in the left-bottom corner.

Figure 2: Correlation Coefficients (R) obtained by the analysis of ∆P and ln[I/IM] for each directional channel of each
GMDN detector. The vertical directional channel is located in the X = 0 and Y = 0 position. The west direction is
approximately on the left side and the north direction is approximately on the top side of the figure.

Figure 3: Barometric Coefficients (β ) obtained for each directional channel of each GMDN detector. The vertical directional
channel is located in the X = 0 and Y = 0 position. The west direction is approximately on the left side and the north
direction is approximately on the top side of the figure.

Figure 4: The relative to average cosmic ray intensity observed by the vertical directional channel of each GMDN’s detector.
The average value (IM) was calculated using the data obtained between January 2007 and December 2012.

4 Conclusions
In this work we analyze the atmospheric pressure and
temperature influence on the cosmic ray intensity observed
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Figure 5: The amplitude of the seasonal variation observed on the data of each directional channel of each GMDN detector.
The black color region in the SMS plot indicates that the directional channels in these position do not have sufficient data to
do this analysis due the short time since their activation after the expansion of these detectors occurred on 2012.The vertical
directional channel is located in the X = 0 and Y = 0 position. The west direction is approximately on the left side and the
north direction is approximately on the top side of the figure.

by the Global Muon Detector Network (GMDN). We use the
new directional channels of data from NGY detector located
on Nagoya − Japan, HBT detector located on Hobart −
Australia, SMS detector located in Sao Martinho da Serra −
Brazil and KWT detector located in Kuwait City − Kuwait.
A lot of new directional channels were implemented in
2006/2007 by the change in the correlation system of HBT,
SMS and NGY detectors.

In general, all GMDN detectors data present a good
correlation between the relative logarithmic cosmic ray
variation (ln[I/IM]) and the atmospheric pressure deviation
(∆P). We found differences when we compare the more
and the less inclined directional channels of HBT, SMS
and NGY detectors. The directional channels close to the
vertical seen to be less influenced by the pressure effect than
those close to the edges. This fact does not occur when we
analyze the KWT data. The cosmic ray intensity variation
observed by the KWT directional channels close to edge do
not present a good correlation with the atmospheric pressure.
This is associated with the high measurement error of these
directional channels. For the other detectors, all directional
channels present a good correlation with the atmospheric
pressure.

Analyzing the pressure corrected cosmic ray data ob-
served by the GMDN detectors since January 2007 until De-
cember 2012, we observe a clear seasonal variation which
is believed to be related to the effect of temperature. Differ-
ently that it was observed in the pressure analysis, the tem-
perature effect (analyzed by the amplitude of the seasonal
variation) practically does not change from one directional
channel to the other. Amplitude variations were observed
only comparing one detector to another. The seasonal varia-
tion observed in KWT and NGY data has higher amplitude
than the SMS and HBT data. We believe that the more dras-
tic temperature changes which are observed along the year
at KWT and NGY locations are the cause of this difference.

While the pressure effect seems to have more influence
in the most inclined directional channels due the high
atmospheric path of the cosmic ray particles observed
by them, the temperature effect does not seem to vary
considerably when comparing directional channels with
different inclinations.

In future works we will analyze and correct the tempera-
ture from the GMDN cosmic ray data using different meth-

ods which are shown in [12, 13, 14]. We will compare the
results of each method.
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